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Abstract
The Linked Open Data (LOD) initiative resulted in a
constantly increasing cloud of interconnected datasets.
Governmental  bodies  and public-sector  organisations
embraced  this  idea  and  are  publishing  a  wealth  of
linked  data.  Existing  approaches  for  identifying
relevant datasets are mostly based on keyword search,
which is not well suited for discovering new datasets. In
this work, we propose an approach for this problem, by
automatically  creating  short,  human  readable,
summaries that briefly describe LOD datasets.

1. Introduction
Linked  Data  is  a  method  of  publishing  structured

data that makes use of web technology to create typed
links  between  heterogeneous  data  sources,  improving
interoperability at the data level. As the size of the LOD
cloud is increasing, finding meaningful information is
more and more challenging as many of  the resources
lack  comprehensive  metadata  to  describe  them.
Providing  short  text  summaries  that  describe  main
dataset topics has the potential to help people discover
relevant LOD datasets. Given an RDF dataset, the task
is  to  automatically  generate  a  short,  linguistically
coherent,  discriminative  summary  that  describes  the
dataset in simple terms.  

Existing methods for identifying appropriate datasets
rely  on  manually  constructed  visualisations   of  the
topological  structure  of  the  LOD  cloud,  without
providing additional information about resources. Other
approaches,  such  as  LODStats[1],  provide  general
statistics  about  LOD resources  (e.g.,  total  number  of
triples,  number  of  literals,  used  vocabularies)  by
crawling the LOD cloud. Indexing approaches for the
LOD cloud,  for  example Sindice,  DBpedia Live,  and
Reasonator  Tool,  allow the user  to  look for  a  dataset
when the information need is well defined, in the form
of a short  keyphrase,  but  this  search paradigm is  not
well suited for exploration and discovery of the LOD
Cloud. 

2. Approach

Figure 1. Pipeline for text summarization of LOD datasets
As can be seen in Figure 1, our approach consists of

five main parts: graph clustering, text aggregation, topic

extraction,  DBpedia  enrichment  and  text
summarization. 

Graph clustering identifies highly connected nodes
that refer to related topics. We make use of the Label
Propagation Algorithm (LPA)[2]. The result of this step
is a list of node clusters.  Text aggregation gathers all
the textual data about each cluster and  produces virtual
documents  that  aggregate  it.  Topic  extraction
identifies  core  topics  that  describe  each  cluster.
DBpedia enrichment extends topics  identified in  the
previous step with general-purpose information that is
collected for each cluster. The output of this step is a set
of documents about each cluster, that contains DBpedia
information  about  the  topics  in  that  cluster.  The
Summarisation analyses the documents gathered in the
previous  step,  making  use  of  a  multi-document
summarisation approach [3]. In a first stage we consider
a  basic  approach  that  identifies  the  most  important
sentences  and  removes  similar  sentences.  Finally, the
system outputs a  list  of short  descriptions about each
cluster.

3. Evaluation
Considering this is a recently established task, there

are  no  readily  available  evaluation  datasets.  We will
make use of specific approaches and evaluation datasets
for  each  system  component.  For  example,  the
Summarisation  component  will  be  evaluated  using
standard  evaluation approaches  and datasets   for  text
summarisation. Typically, this is based on the ROUGE
[4] evaluation package. The overall system is evaluated
with  a  user  study  of  a  specific  LOD  search  and
discovery use case.  

4. Conclusions
We described an approach for content summarisation

of LOD datasets using text summarisation. Future work
will include a comparison of graph-based clustering and
text summarization algorithms. We will also investigate
different approaches for graph visualisation.
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